WEEKLY ENERGY 5/28-5/31/2018
May 28: The waxing Scorpio Moon makes an intriguing midday opposition with Mercury. Thoughts and
feelings could seem stuck in a rut or quite the opposite, a timely realization might occur. Stubborn
attitudes and emotion patterns evolve even under the tautest of planetary alignments. As noted in the
old saying, when the going gets tough, the tough get going. Progress can be incremental. It just takes
self-awareness and an extra push to make change happen. Keep the channels of communication open.
Work at expressing yourself and hearing what partners are saying. A mid-afternoon void of course Moon
period relieves pressures. By evening the Moon is in Sagittarius. Life speeds up and we’re off to the Full
Moon races. Hold on to your hat!
Moon in Scorpio v/c 1:25PM-6:29PM Moon enters Sagittarius.
May 29: The Full “Flower” Moon in free-spirited Sagittarius dominates the morning. Communications
are spotlighted. Facts are facts, truth is truth and most every opinion or belief is bluntly stated.
Untethered souls want to be on the move, if not physically then intellectually. Passions are running high.
Inspirational messages hit home and ring true. Folks readily respond to encouragement. Mental
Mercury’s placement at the last degree of Taurus has some folks thinking about the past. Pay attention
to the here and now. At sundown Mercury enters Gemini, setting off a new round of deliberations and
planning sessions. Don’t be surprised if a partner does an abrupt about face. Dreams may be unsettling
tonight as the Moon tests Neptune.
Moon in Sagittarius, Full Moon in Sagittarius 10:20 AM, Mercury enters Gemini.
May 30: Last night’s dreams may continue to flavor the daytime hours. After being full yesterday
morning, the Sagittarius Moon spends most of today floating void of course. The Moon’s unengaged
state amplifies the impact of Full Moon fallout, with emerging aftershocks and ill-defined thoughts and
feelings searching for clarity. The best bet is to relax and go with the flow. Inner calm allows us to better
integrate recent experiences. On the practical side, concentrate on work started before today. Hold off
on beginning anything new or making a major purchase. If you have the option of taking a personal day
off, do it now.
Moon in Sagittarius v/c 2:26 AM-12:00AM.
May 31: Making one’s mark in the world is a compelling need today. The Capricorn Moon stimulates
career ambitions. An early morning lunar trine to Uranus suggests allies, technological advances and
new ideas can all facilitate progress. As the hours pass some folks feel compulsively driven to succeed
and could in fact be on the brink of a breakout performance. Optimize the day’s potential with carefully
controlled pacing, diligence and concrete goals. A solid effort is its own reward this evening. Recognition
by higher ups increases satisfaction. A family member or elder may need assistance. Check in with
parents, mentors and elders. Be quick to respond. With the Moon conjunct Saturn, fatigue may
necessitate an early bedtime.
Moon in Sagittarius v/c 12:00AM-5:26AM Moon enters Capricorn.

Energy for June to be posted later this week!
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